SPONSORING OPPORTUNITIES

Please find below the different options for visibility offered to the industry

- Exhibition Space*
- Sponsoring of lanyards
- Sponsoring of Workshop Description & Email Blast Postcard
- Sponsoring of Catering
- Exclusive Satellite Symposium

More details on the following page

*The sponsors who have a booth space at the GEC-ESTRO workshop are entitled to a 15-minute presentation slot in the workshop program. Please note that we have only 4 presentation slots available and they will be allocated on a first-come first-served basis.
**OPTION** | **PRICE** | Included in the PACKAGE
--- | --- | ---
Exhibition Space | 7,500 € | 1 booth space at the networking area which includes 1 table + 2 chairs + backdrop or roll-up provided by sponsor
|  | | 2 exhibitors’ registrations with access to the scientific sessions
|  | | Brand visibility on the ESTRO Website
Sponsoring of lanyards (300 units) | 2,000€ + production (300 units) | Logo of sponsor displayed on the lanyards provided to all participants, chairman and speakers
Workshop Description (Digital) | 3,000€* | Name on webpage workshop + link to company website (including reporting on hits, clickthrough, etc.)
Email Blast Postcard | TBC | Company name + logo included in the email blast sent to all GEC-ESTRO workshop participants
Catering | TBC | Acknowledgement of the sponsor in the catering area at lunch time (roll-up, “sponsored by…”)
Pack of 5 Registrations | %10 discount | The sponsoring companies will receive an additional discount on their badge orders when they order 5 or more badges
Exclusive Satellite Symposium | 10,000€ | Room including AV/IT technicians and material (same as used for the scientific sessions)
|  | | Possibility of promotional roll-up (to be provided by the sponsor) to be displayed in the registration area
|  | | Possibility to display promotional leaflets in the registration area (content to be approved by ESTRO)
|  | | Inclusion of the satellite symposium agenda in the workshop material
|  | | Inclusion of the satellite symposium agenda on the ESTRO website
|  | | Acknowledgement of the satellite symposium session by the chairman

*This option is only available for companies who do not have a booth at the workshop.*

*Any other suggestion of sponsoring/advertising opportunities to be made to and approved by ESTRO*
Contact: Hande Van Gestel by email